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SUMMARY
ORIGINAL PAQ£ IM
 n rrY
A pro_ct to a_elop a more autonwted proceu to pnm_'e m_d-tunnei models
existing [aciiRics at NASA Ames Rewwch Center is discussed. A new peoceu Mu so_ht to
more rapidly determine the aerodynamic characteristics of advanced el_7_t
configurations.
Such aerodynamic characteristicsare determined.fromtheoreticalanalysesand wlnd.
tunnel tests of the configurations. A t Ames, computers are used to perform the theoretical
analyses, and a computer-aided manufacturing system is used to fabricate the wind-tunnel
models. In the past a separate set of input data describing the aircraft geometry had to be
generated for each process. The new process establishes a common data base by enabling
the computer.aided manufacturing system to use, via a software interface, the geometric
input data generated for the theoretical analysis. Thus, only one set of geometric data
needs to be generated.
Tests reveal that the new process, can reduce by several weeks the time needed to
produce a wind.tunnel model compcqent. In addition, this process increases the similarity
of the wind-tunnel model to the mathematical model used by the theoretical aerodynamic
analysis programs. Specifically, the wind-tunnel model can be machined to within 0.008 in.
of the original mathematical model. However, the so[twore interface is highly complex and
cumbersome to operate, making it unsuitable for routine use. The procurement of an
independent computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing system with the
capability to support both the theoretical analysis and the manu[acturing tasks was
recommended.
INTRODUCTION
One function of the aeronautics research process at NASA
Ames Pesearch Center is to predict the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of advanced aircraft configurations quickly and
accurately. The predictions are based on aerodynamic data
which consist of a combination of theoretically computed
data and wind-tunnel test data. The theoretical methods and
wind-tunnel data acquisition and reduction techniques are
continually improved to increase the speed and accuracy of
the predictions.
History
In 1972 a project was begun to automate the process of
generating th,' input data required for the theoretical aero.
dynamic analysis programs that were under development and
in use at that time. These data, the geometric information
about the aircraft configuration to bc studied, had been
obtained from the engineering drawings of the aircraft. This
process was time-consuming because each analysis program
required geometric information in a different form.
The objective of the project was to develop a ¢ompu:er
system that would extract the appropriate data from a
mathematical model of the aircraft geometry. This model
was to be stored in the system's data base and created from
data obtained by digitizing engineering drawings of the
aircraft. The system was also to have the ability to present a
three.dimensioaal, dynamic display of the configuration,
thereby permitting visual verification of the model. The sys-
tern that was developed was called the Interactive Parametric
Equations Geometly System (IPEGS).
After the development of [PEGS, one of the most costly
and time-consuming procedures in a comprehensive aerody-
namic analysis was the construction of the wind-tunnel
models that were to be tested. Numerical-control (NC)
machining was used extensively in manufacturing these
models. A commercially available, computer-aided design/
computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) system called
AD-2000 t was used to generate the cutter-path data needed
to drive the NC machines. As with IPEGS, AD-2000 required
mathematical models of the geometries, which were also
generated from the engineering drawings. These models were
stored in AD-2000's data base. The task of generating a
mathematical model from drawings was therefore done
z Registered trademark of Manufacturingand Consulting Services,
Inc.
The use of trade names of manufacturers in this report does not
constitute an official tndofsement of such pr_gluctsor manufacturers.
either expressed or implied, by the Nabonal Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
twice,oncefor the lheoretlcal an_yl and alPdn for the
wind-tunnel model construction.
If the theoretical analym and the wind-tunnel model con-
structioncould draw from a singlemathematicalmodel ina
common data base,considerabletime couldbe saved,A new
projectwas thewefo_einitiatedinJanuary 1981 todevelopa
system based on such a common geometricdatabase,The
new system,in additionto savingtime,would improve the
compatibilityof theoreticaland wind.tunneldatasinceboth
types of data would be derived from precisely the same
geometry. This report documents the results of this project.
Approach and Scope
The most efficient way to achieve a common data base
was to develop an interface between [PEGS and AD-2000
that would allow the models to be shared. Tlus approach
eliminated the need to alter any software internal to either
[PEGS or AD-2000. The bulk of the project work involved
the development of this interface.
Figure 1 illustrates the overall aerodynamic analysis
process with the IPEGS/AD-2000 interface, and shows that
the transition from drawings to computer data base need
occur only once. With the aid of the interface, this data base
can be used for either theoretical analysis or wind.tunnel
model construction.
The project was limited to the problem of machining only
the external surfaces of the geometry. It was assumed that
there were sufficient capabflit_s to allo_v for the addition of
the various fittings and connectors required to asasmble the
components (e.g., wings and fuwhqp) into a complete model.
lm'rI_,ACTIVI_ PAIU, I_'rluc EQUATIONS
GEOMETRY SYSTEM
[PEGS was developed to help meet the need for faster and
more accurate theoretical aerodynamic analysis. [PEGS is a
3-D, geometric modeling system operated via an interactive
graphics computer with dynamic display capabilities. The
system performs three primary functions: It (1) permits the
visual review and verification of the geometry to be ana-
lyzed; (2) provides the aerodynamicist with the aLdity to
interact/vely modify the surface geometry as needed: and
(3) generates the geometric input data for several aerody-
namic analysis progams.
Functional Deacdption
Before conducting any aerodynamic analyses, the aerody-
namicist verifies that the geometric data reoresent the
mathematical model of the geometry. These data are usually
presented ss an extensive list of numbers: checking such data
is t/me-consuming and subject to error. A pictorial represen-
tation of the geometry de£med by the data has fewer
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drawbacks; it allows quicker identification of errors and pro-
the serodymmicist with a better "feel" for the
geomeuy.
MC_ deacflba •daces as mllectiom of lmmne_lc
blcui c(PC)"pard•" caaettyedon• u,nd asa
mesh of stn_ht-lineu6ments (the deml_ of this mesh is
spectred by the olmator), _om emtpolnU lie on the tree
(fig. 2), or as • numim of stn_ht-line mlmmts (aim
specified) whine endpo_ts lie on the patch edges only
(fig. 3). The operator e._ dynamically rotate, translate, and
zoom into or out from the geometry. The opmator may also
display crms sections of the $eometry by viewing the portion
of the geometry that reeides between two planes (parallel to
the plane of the screen), which then can be positioned inter-
actively. A hard copy of the display can be obtained from an
electrostatic printer/plotter, flatbed plotter, or film writer.
The ability to generate nondynamic, color, shaded-surface
images of the geometry was recently added to the system
(fig. 4).
[PEGS also allows the operator to modify surfaces by
interactively deleting, adding, and splitting patches. This
interactive graphics capability _s quicker than manually edit-
ing numbers in the data base. This feature may be used for
minor modifications only.
The third [PEGS function is the generation of the geomet-
tic input data for two levels of aerodynarrdc analysis. Level
One analyses provide approximate predictions of the aerody-
namic characteristics of aircraft configuratiom. An example
of a Level One progrmn is AEROX (ref. 1). The IPEGS
module that pnentm the input for this pmlpmn is
AEROG !. _ module entbim the opemtc, r to intentctivdy
extnict _ _ _ qttlmtitlm m UlMlft mr/o, ¢unl_r,
leading-e sw,ep ,q ..ad an.
level Two mdysm employ •me mmplex, limm_d
potmUd41ow ,_lumdom. ,,m muan_ of a Lm_ Two pm.
imaai. r,ta dit (.,c wh h r.m flu  mmtmome ,
to be described u • collection of pimmr _, m list
panels. The NETWORK module in M_ uembles this
description from IPEGS' centrelized PC model.
I_ta Brae rJacdption
IPEGS uses PC patches to model geometries to be ana-
lyzed (refs. 3 and 4). A patch describes a four-edged surface
in space. The edges of a PC patch can have as much curvature
as allowed by a third-order polynomial equation. Any one
edge can have zero length.
Patches are grouped to form a particular component of a
configuration, such as a wing or a vertical tail. These groups
are referred to as "objects," and each complete configura-
tion may be made up of a collection of one or more objects.
The vertical tail shown in figures 2 and 3 is an "object," and
is part of the configuration shown in figure 5.
A PC patch is mathematically described by a set of matrix
equations that can be written in either "geometric" or
Figure 2.- [PEGS mesh display of vertical tail. (Mesh is
5X5.)
Figure 3.- IPEGS patch-edge display of vertical tall. (Edge
density is 20.)
Jomaltq pABEIS
oF pooh QU n"t
Figure 4.- Shaded surface display of V/STOL fighter conf'_luration.
"algebraic" form (appendix). Three equations are required to
describe a patch in three dimensions, one for each of the
three coordinate axes. Both forms of the equatiou contain a
matrix of coefficients that embodies the geometric character
of the patch.
in the geometric equation, this matrix is called the bound-
an/matrix, and contains four elements of information about
the geometric behav/or of the patch at each of its four comer
points. Thus the boundary matrix has a total of 16 elements,
or coefficients. The four elements of information at each
patch comer point are: (I) the coordinate of the comer
point, (2) the component of the slope (tint derivative) of
one of the two patch edges which meet at that point. (3) the
component of the slope of the other edge, and (4) the com-
ponent of the cross derivative, or "twist" vector, which con-
trois the interior character of the pitch. Since there are
three equations for each patch, three boundary matrices are
required. Therefore, the geometric character of a PC patch
is completely defined by 16 × 3, or 48 coefficients. An
IPEGS file for a partkular geometry contains 48 X n coeffi-
cients, where n is the number of patches that make up
the geometry. The geometry of figure S cons/sts of
248 patches.
The equivalent matrix in the algebraic e_uation is called
the surface matrix, which also contains 16 coefficients.
These coefficients, unUke those of tJ;e boundary matrix, have
no physical interpretation.
An IPEGS geometric patch file can be created in one of
two ways. The first method is to digitize drawings of cross
sections of the geometry, and then fit PC patches between
the digitized data points using patch-fitting programs. The
boundary-matrix coefficients are generated and written into
a patch file during this process. The patch-fitting programs
are not presently part of IPEGS. The second method is to
"read in" previously generated patch files from magnetic
,ape provided by industry. The latter method has been used
more often since many of the larger aircraft manufacturers
use PC' surface modeling in their computer-aided design
systems.
The boundary-matrix coefficients must be arranged in a
patch file for storage (table 1). The patch-local coordinate
system is illustrated in figure 6. The order of the patches in
4
Flsure5,- IPEGSdisplayof V/STOLfishter¢onflsumUon.
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Figure 6.- Pitch local coordinate system.
I ABLI{ I. RFQLIlR|!D ORDER OF BOUNDARY-
MATRIX COI-FFI('IF.NTS FOR IPEGS PATCII FILE
tFig. ¢_i
Lille llo. !k_'riptklil
4
I0
II
12
I.t
14
15
Coordinates of corner poult iO,Ot
('oordivilltes of corner point (1,0)
First derivative _th respect!o u at corner
poillt (O,Oi
First d_.rivative with respect at) u at corner
point t 1,0}
('tlordinates of COllier point ((3,1i
Coordinates of comer point ( I .I )
First derivative with respect to i/ at comer
point tO,I I
First derivative with resider to it it coiner
point I I ,! t
First derb'ltive with respect to it' it _Orllel
ptliii i (0.0)
l:irs! derivative with respect to _' -'it corner
ik_inl ( 1.0i
Clo_.dedvltive at _tlrllOl polnl (0,0)
('lol&derivative lit _ornel polill {I,O}
I:ti_t deriVallVe wilh ie.,ipecI to w at corner
poilll t0,1 )
I:ii_l deli_'alite with reSpe¢l hi it' It _Orllel
pllilil (I ,I I
('nw_ls.derivalive '-It¢Orilel pOllil 10.11
I'iois-derivative at _'ornei point I I .I I
YUilliCill lille I for licit pik'h
el¢.
a tile is arbitrary, l'lle l'de represented in table 2 contlins
only one pit'_l, which Is presented l!raphi¢•lly in filture 7.
Once the pat_ file is created, it is reed into iPEGS uing
an input/output module called IPGIO. The mlmallment
system associated with the IPEGS data base. called XIO,
works with pit_h files in binary form. Thus. another pitch
file Is ¢,-eated by IPGIO with the coefficients in binary f_ml,
whl'dl can then be read by XIO durinll the performance of
the various IPEGS funeti_ms.
AD-2_O0 CAD/CAM SYSTEM
AD.2000 is in inter•cain lirapldes CAD/CAM system
tries. _ ind 6), AD._00 conm. of • set of tntelltted c_,-
puter prolrami which is operated from in interactive ptph-
ics terminal. The system's puipole is to facilitate the deilin.
visualization,and construction of geometric entities.
AD-20OO is particularly usefulIn defining and illachilillglg
obieets herin I complex lurfi_el.
Functlonl Dttcdptio<l
Ai)-2000, like other CAD systems, his the ability to
create and display basic geometric elements (e.g., points,
lines, circular •rcs), as well as different types of eurv_ and
surfaces.These funcllonsenable the operator to create vir.
tuilly any leometrt¢ object. The system's draftinll and dis.
play functions allow faster production of complete engineer.
Inl drawlnp.
!ORIGINAL PAGE m
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TABLE 2.-USTING OF PATCH FILE FOR GEOMETRY OF FIGURE 7.
x y z
l._,lm
Ii.IMIMII_'ll
I.IlllIlll£'lI
I. l_lllllllt .MI
I. 1111#tIIEl[ *III
I. IllllIllIIIIE tell
• . 11#l#IIIItE .Jm
I. IlelllIIIlli •Ill
I. S/Ill/Eli +lZ
-J. SIIJ#IIIE *IZ
I • IllflllIIE _111
I • IIIIllllE _*II
-4 • SEEIII'IEIIE +IZ
!1. SIIIIIIIIIEE *IZ
_)
Y(39
Figure 7.- IPEGS mesh display of sinBle patch des_ril_edin table 2. (Mesh is 25 × 25.)
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The term "computer-aided manufacturing" applies only
to those machining operations which call for the use of
numerically controlled (computer-driven) machines. The
most common of these machines are guided by commands
coded in a special computer language called the Automat/.
cally Programmed Too!. (APT) code.
AD-2000 :u:omatically generates and files NC machine
comn;_na:, in man-readable ("GO TO") form for the desired
surfave. Typically, the operator specifies the surface to be
machined by indicating it with a movable cursor on the dis-
play and then keys in information such as tool diameter,
tolerance or number of cuts, feed rate, and start position.
AD-2000 subsequently calculates and graphically displays
the machine tool position commands necessary to machine
the surface within the specified constraints. The commands
are filed and later converted to APT code using post proces-
sors that are not part of AD-2000.
depend upon the specific machining technique to be
employed.
The interface has five basic functlom: (1)mathematical
form conversion, (2) file format conve_on, (3) pards man-
ailment, (4) sealing, and (5) patch comer-point extraction.
The tint two functions were developed to convert an IPEGS
patch file into a form tl'at it undermmdable to AD-2000.
The last three were included to help circumvent tome of
AD-2000's inherent functional limitations with respect to PC
surfaces. Documentation on both AD-2000's PC surface
input data requirements and its functional limitations either
did not exist or was unavailable to the authors. These charac-
teristics were uncovered during the development of the
interface.
Mathematical Form Conversion
Data Base Description
The version of AD.2000 used in this research cannot
create PC surfaces. However, there is a module that, with
certain restrictions, permits AD-2000 to accept, display, and
manipulate PC surfaces which are generated from other
sources in a manner similar to other geometric entities. This
means that the PC data must be stored in a file in a specific
arrangement so it can be used by AD-2000. The required
arrangement is different from that of IPEGS.
A partial listing of a typical AD-2000 PC patch ['fie is
presented in table 3. A general description of the contents
of an AD-2000 pat:h ['de is given in table 4. Note that the
patch data must be in algebraic form (appendix). It should
also be noted that many other constraints apply to the con-
tents of an AD-2000 patch file.
IPEGS/AD-2000 INTERFACE
The simplest approach for establishing a common data
base for theoretical aerodynamic analysis and wind.tunnel
model construction was to treat both IPEGS and AD-2000
as "black boxes," each with its own type of input and output
data. This approach suggested an interface to allow for the
use of an IPEGS output as an AD-2000 input, internal
modifications to either system were unnecessary.
The interface is a computer program that presents the
operator with a number of options for manipulating iPEGS
patch deta to sait both the operator's and AD-20OO's needs.
It resides on the same computer hardware as AD-2000 and
is available to any AD.2000 operator. The interface was
written to be operated by NC programmers because NC
programmers are familiar with AD-2000 input requirements.
and some of the decisions needed during the data conversion
AD-2OOO's bicubic surface input module requires the PC
patch coefficients to be in algebraic form. Since the coeffi-
cients are geometric in an II'EGS output patch f'de, the
interface converts these data to algebraic form by pre- and
post-multiplying the boundary matrix by a matrix (referred
to as the "M" matrix) to generate an equivalent surface
matrix (appendix). The operation is performed just before
the patch data are written to an AD-2000 input file (after all
other alterations to the data have been made).
File Format Conversion
The interface also converts the format of the patch data
from the IPEGS format to the AD-2000 format. The general
forrr,at of an AD-2000 PC patch fde was given in table 4.
Line 1 of the fde contains the user-specified file name and
the number of patches in the file. Line 2 contains various
patch control data for the first patch in the foe. These data
are used by AD-2000 for various cataloging tasks. A line of
this type precedes each patch in the file (table 3). The next
16 lines (3 through 18)contain the algebraic (surface-matrix)
patch coefficients. Their arrangement in the t'de is based on
their arrangement when written in surface-matrix form.
These coefficients are stored in the file in reverse order with
respect to those in the IPEGS patch file. They are stored by
columns, beginning with the last element in the last column
of the matrix. There are three coefficients on each line that
come from each of the x. y, and z surface matrices. As shown
in table 4, since a surface matrix has 4 X 4 dimension, line 3
of the file (the first line of coefficients) must contain the
row 4, column 4 elements of the surface matrices. Line 4 of
the file must contain the row 3, column 4 elements; line 5,
the row 2, column 4 elements: and so on, until line 18.
which contains the row I, column 1 elements. Line 19 con.
t_ls the control data for the next patch, with lines 20
thrtatgh 35 containing the coefficients of that patch, and
ORIGINAL PAGE |5
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TABLE 3.-SAMPLE AD-2000 PATCH-FILE LISTING
x y z
ACIb7#ISI3
3 49
-J.2794g_gE 11J
J.74723SgE I1
11.1
8,8
1.499g|36[-113
-J.11#4271[-113
I.I
1.9313226[-119
-l,2328316['19
11.11
11.B
-B.2B72193['J7
l.§3J8639E-g7
8.11
I.M
3 48
-m,2?gllll| IN
J.7472299[ 111
I.U
t.11
m.16i2781( 111
11.S!1174113(-12
11.m
8,g
-11.6863St4[-112
11,26|394l['111
1.11
B.I.
11.168§414[-112
-I.734S392[-112
11.P
1.11
1 41
-11,118110J11[ 11B
H.7496S99[ I1
g.J
1.11
1.121§S116( II
11.397|11|0[-111
U.11
g.11
11.4_181132[-113
11.1614332[-112
11.1
I.J
-11.17112487E*12
1.1834869E-112
11.11
8.0
if I11El I
-E, I Z'EgE1111| 1111
11.4336299( ill
11.11
E.I
-11. 611124B7E-113
if . S1117116lE-113
11,1
I,I
-11.16PgIIS[-/8
E. 139S9il4E-18
I,I
I.I
I. |Z6194Z[-/6
-I. 9421161 g[-/li
11.B
I.I
If 111111 I
°11.121 S11EIE ill
/. 43367911( 111
l,l
J.J
-11. I91171g/E IE
11. 1661616[ II
I.I
11,1
11. 4219127| II
-I, 244/lilii 111
I.lir
11.11
-11. SllSl13112[-/l
I, 993144Sir-/1
11.11
B.l
I Ills 1
11. 171111111E-12
11. 43471199[ II
l.E
1.11
/. Z?lllSTli[ 18
-I.17|7712|-I|
I.I
1.11
11.8/162S1[-/!
11• S lJ|| 3t6[-I 1
11.1
11.8
1.2628952E-11!
-I. 2E61439[-E I
11.J/
11.11
48
I Z 411 g
-E. |SEIll/Im
I. 2144El11| EE
I.II
E.E
11. li|tlllll| 4 E-E2
-g. 111111111SU-JZ
J.E
E.E
E, 223|174E-E7
-g. l I I 7SI17E-117
I.I
I,E
I. ltElli2i[-16
-I • I E43111 [-16
Iol
I.E
Z 2 4tl E"
-E, OS'3OEE/E /If
I. 2724EIE[ 11
E.E
I,E
11.23|8:1 i _l[ El
-E.1141431| IB
EoE
E.I
E. 33447Z7[-41
-11.|)9477|E-II1
I.E
E.I
-E. 2711117711[-11
E, 12487112[-I1
I,I
I,I
3 Z 4tl E
E, 140EIEE[ II
l. 7771JOE|-ll
I,E
l,lr
11. IlJllJlJTIJ[ I1
-11.7ZI?IItE-tZ
I.E
11.g
-I. S 18|llSl[-12
-11.76S89S8[-12
J.I
I,I
-E. 1318369[-11
• • l E2111 |4[-12
m.E
11.1
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TABLE 4.-REQUIRED ARRANGEMENT OF
DATA FOR AD-2000 PATCH FILE
Line no. Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Patch file title, total number of patches.
Control data for Patch 1.
1
Algebraic coefficients;
no physical interpretation
(16 lines).
Same as line 2 for Patch 2.
Same as line 3 for Patch 2.
etc. ....
so on. The interface creates AD-2000 patch files with this
format.
s c!
A O
B e-
A D
B C
A D
B C
A D
Figure 8.- Four square, planar, PC patches.
The continuity requirement has three major components:
1. Each patch must be physically connected to the next
patch in the file.
2. Each patch must have common sides with no more
than two other patches in the file, with the common sides
opposite to each other.
3. Patches must be listed in the same consecutive order
as their physical sequence on the surface.
Patch Management
The patches in an iPEGS Fde are mutually independent
entities, and thus the order in which they are listed is arbi-
trary. All of the patches needed to describe a geometry can
be stored in a single IPEGS patch fde (up to the physical
storage limits of the computer). Any comer point of any
given patch can be point (0,0) in the u-w (patch-local) coor-
dinate system, and the direction of the u and w axes is
arbitrary for each patch.
Rarely, however, can all of the patches from an IPEGS
patch file be stored in a single AD-2000 patch Fde because
(1) the patches in the AD-2000 Fde must be continuous with
respect to one another and (2) the orientation of their u
and w axes must be consistent. The continuity requirement
applies only to the position of each patch relative to the
other patches in the AD-2000 patch fde. The surface itself
need not be continuous in either the tirst or second
derivative.
These two requirements can be illustrated. The four
generic PC patches shown in figure 8 are square and have no
interior curvature. All first-derivative and twist vectors are
therefore zero. The patches lie in the x.y plane and are num-
bered s" ,_"it they may be distinguished from each other.
This requirement can be summarized for a surface made up
of a matrix of n × m patches as follows: For an IPEGS sur-
face to be properly incorporated into the AD-2000 system,
it must he divided into either n × 1 or 1 X m "strips" of
patches, each strip occupying a separate AD-2000 input
patch f'tle(fig. 9). All four patches in the first arrangement of
figure 9(a) cannot be stored in one AD-2000 patch file
because patch 3, which would follow patch 2 in the file, is
not physically connected to patch 2. In the second arrange.
ment of figure 9(a), the patch 2 sides that are common with
patches 1 and 3 are not opposite to each other (note that
patch 3 is in a similar situation) and thus all four cannot be
stored in one File. The four patches in the first arrangement
of figure 9(b) can be stored in a sing, e AD-2000 patch file,
provided that the first patch fisted is patch 1, the second,
patch 2; the third, patch 4; and the fourth, patch 3. The
patches in the second arrangement of figure 9Co) can be
stored in one file in 1-2-34 order.
The common orientation requirement of patch files is
that each patch's local coordinate system must be oriented
in the x-v-z coordinate system consistently with that of the
other patches in the file. This requirement dictates that the
origin of the u-w coordinate system (fig. 6) and the direc.
tions of the u and w axes must be declared for each patch in
the file such that the side between comer points (I,0) and
9
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(a) CANNOT BE STORED IN A SINGLE PATCH FILE
.I
requirements. To uw there feature=, the NC progitmmer
needs a topolol_d map of the patches that make up the
geometry to be machined (fig. 11). This map indicates the
order of the patches in the [PEGS patch file and can be
generated using one of the surface modlttcatton functions
available with [PEGS.
I,121,[ 31 1 I---.-------42 I
m _,
.....4
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(b) CANBESTOREDIN A SINGLEPATCHFILE
Figure 9.- Continuity requirement in AD-2000.
(!,1) for any given patch must coincide with the side
between points (0,0) and (0,1) of the following or preceding
patch in the fide (fig. lO(a)). Side CD of patch 1 and side AB
of patch 2 coincide. The patch data must be arranged in the
AD-20(X) patch file based on the orientation of the u and
w axes (fig. lO(b) corner points (1,1) and (1,0) of patch 1
coincide with points (0,1) and (0,0) of patch 2, respectively).
The IPEGS/AD-2000 interface enables the NC program-
mer to ensure that the AD.2000 input patch ['des satisfy
the previously mentioned continuity and orientation
D
(a) SAMPLE ARRANGEMENT
W_
(o.1)
(0.0)
(1.1)
B C
W
(o,1)
A D
(1,0)_ (0.0) {I.0) u
(1,1)
. ?"
2
A U
(b) REQUIRED ORIENTATIONS OF u-w COORDINATE
SYSTEMS
Figure 10.- Common orientation requirement in AD-2000.
Figure 11 .- Topological map of arbitrary surface.
The interface can extract a user-specified group of
patches from an IPEGS patch ['de to satisfy the continuity
requirement. The patches are written to a separa*" A- 3000
patch ['de after other required manipui-:',,;;s are ,--formed.
For example, if the numbers - ,,, _'_,.-_or the first
arrangement shown in figure v_= ,_. :,, _neir order in the
[PEGS patch file, the operator would specify patch num-
bers 1, 2, 4, and 3, in that order, to be written to an
AD.2000 patch file.
The [PEGS/AD-2000 interface can also reorient the u-w
axis system of the selected patches with respect to the x.y.z
axis system. This capability is limited to swapping the u axis
with the w axis, The o;igin of the u-w axh system cannot be
moved from one comer point to another; however, it is
rarely necessaryto do so.
The surface shown in figure 12 is made up of a 2 X 2
matrix of patches. The u-w axis systems of the patches are
consistently oriented in the [PEGS file (fig. 12). This orienta-
tion permits patches 1 and 2 to be written to one AD.2000
f'de and patches 3 and 4 to another file without any reorten-
tation. If the surface patches need to be divided into columns
(a 1-3/2-4 grouping), the u and w axes must be swapped.
This is done by interchanging comer points (1,0) and (0,1)
and their associated first and cross derivatives in the [PEGS
file.
The decision to reorient the local axis systems of the
selected patches is made by first assuming that reor;entation
10
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u=O
w=l
u'O
w=O
u=O
w=1
u=O
Y _ w=O
u-1
w-1
u-1
w,.O
u=1
w=l
u=1
w=O
u'0 u-1
w=l w=l
u=O u=l
w=0 w=0
u=O u=1
w=l w=1
u=0 u=l
w=0 w=O
Figure 12.- IPEGS surface with consistent patch
orientation.
is unnecessary and by displaying the patches in AD-2000. An
incorrect display (such as the one sho_m in figure 13(a)) will
indicate thatreorientation is necessary. A correct (l_play will
appear u shownin fig. 13(b).
Sad_
The scale of the geometry may be changed to produce
different sizes of models for different wind tunnels or other
applications. AD-2000 cannot scale PC surfaces; the interface
performs th_ function by simply multiplying all patch coeffi-
cients by the user-specified scale factor.
Patch Comer-Point Extraction
Before generating the NC code, it is helpful to know the
coordinates of certain points on the surface. The coordinates
of the patch comer points are sufficient for most situations.
AD-2000 cannot evaluate the coordinates of the patch corner
points, so this capability was added to the IPEGS/AD-2000
interface. The interface extracts the corner points from the
IPEGS patch f'de and creates a separate data f'fle of these
points for input to AD-2000. These points can be displayed
on the surface (fig. 14).
u
w
(a) INCORRECT DISPLAY
w
(b) CORRECT DIIIPLAY
Figure 13.- Method of determining need for patch reorientation.
I!
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X's DENOTE PATCH CORNER POINTS
AD-2000 PC surface with separilte l_ltch comer t_:itlts.
TI_SI" CASE
5_vetid _onletries were carried through tile complete sys-
tetll to test tt for COlltittLlity attd simplicity, i'wo test L_oulle-
tries w_re ultmtateiy michilled, oile of _dch will i_
described herr. I'he process can I_ divided [lifo six phases:
I) l_'onldt'_'seK'CtlOil.{21 dat,,itrailster.(.I)data coIlVersioIl.
{41 _p_otIletr_reColt._lIlh.'tiolll AII'-_(XXI.{._I NC c_le
gt'tletatiotl,a ld(t_) N(.' nl_iehininl,L
Geometry $ele_'tkm
I'ht ittachhlmg of at| ai_'rat't component sLirfa_.'e wits soil-
stdered to he suttl¢ient to test the system. It was assunled
tills flttill_ mild other attachments oil tile compo, ettt _'otdd
he added later.
llle test IL_ometry descried here ts the forebod.v of the
aircraft _,'olltlxtirattotl ShOWll ill Ilgtires 4 slid ._. It included
tile ca,opy slid a portion of the. forward t'llselaL_ sectio|l.
Fhe t\_r_hody was selected because it was a .'elatively toni-
plea surface and _'ould 5¢ eastly separated from the _.'omplete
aircraft geoonetry, l'he test i_oonetry ts showll ill uflire Illesii
form m tllmrt 15 attd in .,dladed sure'ace form ill tll_ure I_,
Ol|I_,' half of the I'Lwehodv is show, In |lgtlres 15 and Ib
l_t'all_ that lleo.lttty was MI that was necessary to de_'til_
the part. l'he other half Is created t\. display and modelt.l[
by r_'lledlor_ ahoLIt lilt lilt'eaR's ,atural plalle of Sylllltletr._..
I:urthemlore. oldy o._ half of the h*rrhody is n_'e_ulry for
N(' nlachmitliL I'_¢aus_" tile other halt' Is easll_ cut usl.g tile
"mirror" feature available flitiltt_ll N(" Iila,:htlles.
Fii_um I 5,-- IPEGS display of test iteometry,
Ilntl l'mnde_r
i'he dat.t transfer plla_' inv_dves sendml; the IPF(;S patch
data to a h_'atloll acc,'sslhle by aft _[" prOl_fammer tl_ftl _ FillU_e ll_. ,eahadedsurfliee displa_ • of test ipeometry.
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Figure 17.- Topological map of test geometry.
AD-2000. Before this can be done, a topological map of the
patches must be produced using IPEGS (fig. 17). After gener-
ating this map, the patch data are then written to a standard
WEGS output patch f'de in the form outlined in table 1. This
Fde is transferred through the computer network to the
computer used by machine shop personnel
[_ta Conversion
In the data conversion phase, the NC programmer creates
a set of AD-20OO-input patch flies from the IPEGS file by
dividing the surface into patch strips using the machine
shop's graphics terminal and the IPEGS/AD-2000 interface.
The separation of the geometry into patch strips depends on
the specific machining techniques to be used. Therefore,
these techniques must be determined before the interface
is executed.
There were two machining decisions to be made with
respect to the test geometry. The first decision resulted fro,n
the sharp slope discontinuity, caused by the leading edge of
the wing strake, which ran lengthwise along the forebody
midway between the fourth and fifth rows of patches
(fig. 17). Since a three-axis machine was to be used, the best
solution was to cut the forebody into upper and lower sec-
tions, with the discontinuity between the two sections. This
wa_ a convenient cut because the discontinuity was on the
boundary between two patch strips. Furthermore, the cutter
was to be driven in a lattice pattern lengthwise along the
forebody, beginning at the extreme edge of the surface and
working toward the line of discontinuity. This method was
used for both the upper and lower sections as illustrated in
figure 18.
The second decmion was to machine all but the tip of the
forebody, and to fair the tip in later by hand. This deciaion
was made for two reasons. First. the cutter would have freed
the tip from the surrounding material before machining was
complete, causing undesirable vibration and pocsible damage.
Second, AD-2000 has difficulty computing cutter paths to
the vertex of a conic surface. The small cluster of patches at
the tip of the forebody were omitted for tim purpose.
These machining considerations led to dividing the fore-
body into eight separate AD-2000 patch files, each contain-
ing a longitudinal strip of patches. The IPEGS patch file of
the complete forebody was first separated into two IPEGS
Ides using the standard editor available on the computer
system. The first file, labeled UQNOSE.GEO, contained the
portion of the forebody above the line of discontinuity. The
second, labeled LQNOSE.GEO, contained the lower portion.
The execution of the interface program is shown in fig-
ure 19. This program was first executed for the upper fore-
body section, thus UQNOSE.GEO was specified as the
IPEGS patch file to be converted. A simplified topological
map of this section is shown in figure 20. The program then
counted the number of patches on the file.
A name for the AD-2000 file that would contain the ftmt
set of patches extracted from UQNOSE was requested next.
The file for the first patch strip was called UI.NMG. The
uppermost lengthwise strip of patches, 2-11, were selected.
(Patches !, 12, 23, and 34 were at the tip and were therefore
omitted.) This group of p_,tches was specified sequentially
since it did not violate the continuity requirement. The
"random" mode would have been selected if the geometry
were to be divided into column strips (the first set consisting
of patches 2, 13, 24, and 35), and eat:. patch would have
been specified individually.
The next prompt in the program requested the patch
direction, or the amtmed orientation of the patch4ocal axis
system in the WEGS file. Specifying the "X" direction tells
the interface to perform no reorientation; specifying "Y"
will reorient the pitches. This prompt is given only once
because the program also auumes that all the patches in the
13
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Figure 18.-- Machiningtestgeometryapproach.
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S RUN C|TA
INPUT FILE 'noe.QEO' UgNOSE.QE@
DO YOU UMNT A PATEN COUNT MAIN FILEt V
NUMIER OF PAT(HIS IN FILE, 44
OUTPUT FILE 'st|e,NHg' UI,NRG
SCALE FACTOR, 1.0
Setec_le_ cts be SeqveatlttI v or Resdea
(ENTER S or R) S
PATCHES NI tkr+ N_ _,1!
(Enter X er ¥) FOR DIRECTION OF SUHFA(E PATCHES X
NUMIER OF PATCHES, 11
CONTINUE (V OR N) _V
OUTPUT FILE 'nlee,NflG' Ua,NNG
SCALE FACTOR, 1,0
Selection ctn be Seqleatlttt¥ or Hendee
tENTER S or R) S
PATCHES H! _krv HE 13,as
NURSER OF PATCHES, IO
CONTINUE (Y OR N) ?Y
OUTPUT FILE 'nine,NAG' U3,NNG
SCALE FACTOR, l.i
Selection car be Seqventlatt W or RaRdoe
(ENTER S or R) S
PATCHES N! _krv Na a4o33
NUMSER OF PATCHES. 11
CONT;NUE (Y OR N) 9V
OUTPUT FILE 'nile. NAG' UA.NNG
SCALE FACTOR. l.I
Selection eli be Siqvei_lill W or Remdoe
tENTS, s or R) s
P_TCHES NI tkrm M| 3S,44
NURSER OF PATCHES. II
CONTINUE (V OR N) 9N
FORTRAN STOP
S DIR/SIZE/DATE UI.NRG
DlrecLor I FARII[GUEST]
UI.NNGIi ei
U+.NRGI| +1
U3.NNGI| el
U4.NflOl| 21
Total of 4 tiles, 14 blocks.
S
li-OtC-lSli 171+|
le-+|¢-l|l! |?t|3
|l-|EC-I|12 ITs|4
li-D[¢-lgli 1?184
I lllU1_' I') hll+'11+IC('l_1_+l,t1+u111111('1+1_'t1_+uII_111111tI_+I111+l_Pll_t_Ph_l_ sIPdh_11
1 2 314 5 6 ? tl It 10 11
12 13 14i 115 1Q 17 10 10 30 31 lllll
as _ m!m 27 N n so _[u
x XL_7N N 4o,1 -_.__.I
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IPEGS file are consistently oriented. The X-direction was
specified in this case because it was assumed (for the first
try) that the IPEGS patches were correctly oriented for this
type of division.
The selected patches were then written to the specified
file in the proper format by the interface. The total number
of patches selected was then displayed.
The three other longitudinal strips of patches were then
processed and placed in files labeled U2, U3, and U4.NMG.
The directory listing (fig. 19) verified that the specified
AD-2000 input patch files were properly generated. (Each
file contains 10 patches.) The entire procedure was then
repeated for the lower surface (LQNOSE.GEO).
Geometry Reconstruction in AD.-2000
In the geometry reconstruction phase, the individual
patch strips were brought into the AD-20OO system and
reconnected to for,n the originad single surface. The upper
surface was reconstructed first.
The AD-2000 system was used to bring in the tour patch
strips for display (fig. 21). Since the display appeared to be
correct, the assumption about the original patch orientation
was therefore correct.
The next step normally combines the separate surfaces
into one composite surface using standard AD-2000
functions. However. since a high-tolerance cutter path (which
requires more tool comnmnds than a low-tolerance cutter
path) was to be generated for this composite surface, the NC
data would have been too numerous to process into a single
punch tape for the NC machine. Therefore strips I and 2
were combined into one composite surface, and strips 3
and 4 were combined into another. This approach allowed
two separate cutter paths to be generated for the upper fore-
body section, each of which could be punched on a single
NC tape.
The reconstructed upper forebody section was then stored
as a "part" within the AD-2000 system, and the procedures
in this phase were repeated for the lower forebody section.
Tile complete forebody was thus composed of four parts.
NC Code Generation
The NC code generation phase computes and files the
data needed to drive an NC cutter to machine the surface.
The upper forebody section was again conddered first.
1"he machining function in AD-2000 requests certain
infomtation from the NC programmer, such as cutter diant.
eter. tolerance, and maximum allowable scallop height (a
measure of the height above the true surface of the excess
material between the cutter paths). A 0.5.in. ball cutter was
selected to cut the t\_rebody section within a tolerance of
0.0OI iq. The maximum scallop heit_tt was specified to be
0.002 in. Two cutter paths, one for each of the two upper
surfaces, were then generated and ditphwed. A dote-up view
of a portion of them cutter pails it shown in 1_ 22,
where the dmhed lines repnn_nt the position of the center
of the cutter on the path.
An indication that the cutter would violate the suffice in
this region is seen near the middle of the surface where
several of the paths cror_ed each other. The retton for this it
that the radius of the surface curvature in this area was
smaller than the radius of the cutter. The cutter, in other
words, was too large to tit into this contour.
The standard solution to this problem is tint to comtmct
a check surface, or boundary line, around the problem area.
The original cutter (in this case, 0.5 in.) is used for the rei_on
outside the cheek surface. A smaller cutter is used inside the
check surface. AD-2000, however, cannot create check sur-
faces on PC surfaces of this complexity. (Another solution,
to use the smaUer cutter over the entire surface, results in an
excessive amount of NC code and a correspondingly long
machining time.)
The solution was to isolate the patches in the problem
area from the patches on the rest of the surface. The upper
forebody section was reconstructed (using the iPEGS/
AD,2000 interface program) as a set of three _parate sur-
faces. The isolated region could then be machined using the
smaller cutter.
Figure 23 shows the two cutter paths generated for the
outer region using the 0.5-in. ball cutter. Figure 24 shows a
magnified view of the inner (isolated) region with a cutter
path generated using a 0.125.in. ball cutter. Some crossover
is still evident, but it is considered negligible.
These procedures then generated two cutter paths for the
lower forebody section and no radius-of-curvature problems
were encountered. Finally, all five cutter paths for the
complete forebody section were stored in files outside
AD-2000.
NC Maehininj
The five cutter-path files were written on magnetic tape
for processing into five NC punch tapes. Machine setttp
sketches were drawn and given to the NC machinist along
with the punch tapes and corresponding listings, and the test
geometry was then machined. The resulting forebody
machined m aluminum is shown in figure 25,
CONCLUSIONS
The research program to integrate an in-house graphics
system with a commercially available CAD/CAM system
revealed that (I} substantial time can be saved usinF the
IPEGS/AD-2000 interface, and (2) the accuracy of the
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Figure 22.- Close.up view of cutter paths showing path crossover.
Figure 23.- Cutter paths for outer region of redefined upper nole section.
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Figure 24.- Cutter paths with inner (isolated) region of redefined upper nose section.
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Figure 25,-- Machined test geometry.
machined surfaces is acceptable, However, the system is
unacceptably complex and cumbenome to operate. Because
operational difficulties outweighed the advantages of time
saving and accuracy, a recommendation was made to procure
a different, independent CAD/CAM system that had the
necessary IPEGS and AD.2000 capabilities.
The use of the IPVGS/AD2000 interface to machine
IPF(;S geometries _ves a substantial amount of time as
compared to the previous process. The amount of time
saved, however, is difficult to assess quantitatively because
wmd-tunnel mt_lels are not fabricated on a regutat
production.oriented basis. Abt_at 2-3 weeks was saved in
fabricatint_ the test geometL_, but the time saved would vary.
with different geometries.
The accuracy of the surfaces m_chined using the new
method was acceptable for most applications. The total
ag'Cl.|rl_ r of the new system is the sum of the accuracies of
the I_" surface, the AD-2OOO-genetated cutter path. and the
NC machine. These and other factors combine so that a
machined and finished PC surface can be expected to fall
within 0.008 in, of the original PC surface. This estimate was
verified by measuring the coordinates of a set of points on
the machined surface and comparing them with correspond.
ing points on the mathematical model,
A major disadvantage of the new process compared to the
previous process is that it is cumbersome to use, It takes time
for the NC prot_sammers to learn how to operate the
IPEGS/AD-2000 interlace proflciendy, in addition, the pro-
tess requites extensive input from b_th the aerodynamicist
and the NC proltrammet to make IPEGS patch files compat.
able with AI)-2000.
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field. California. November 2.1. Iq82
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PARAMETRIClll_,UlllC SUI[FACETH[ORY
(Aclaptedemm_. 3)
A continuous, three.dimensional surface can be expressed
as a general transfomlation of the fonn
x :,pu,w)
y = gtu.w)
: = k(u.w)
with dotnain D in tile u-w plane. From this expression, the
sl_ecific equation for a parametric bicubic (PC) surface patch
can be derived, and is written:
',,,;
Pt..wt = [u3u2u Ii I,_!1I._1IMI r (I I
LI
where P represents x t' or :.
IMI =
9'
• " I I
-3 3 -2 -I
0 O I 0
I 0 0 0
and
IRI =
Poo !'ol Poow i'otw
'1o !'1 1 PI ow PI I w
l'oou Polu Poouw Poluw
LPIoU Pttu PtouwPttuw
The physical interpretation of equation [I) is illustrated m
fiitui¢ AI. Equittion (I) is the so<ailed "geometric'" foal of
the expression for a IK"patch.
The mittrix O is called the boundary matrix, and its ele-
ments are the IK" patch coefficients in geometric l\mn. Each
of these ctwlTicicnts repnesents it physical characteristic of
the patch, as signalled by its notation. Numerical subscripts
z
1.1
O. ! .... -......... _ P01
u
0.0 u, 1.0 P11
• Po0 P(tI.O}/
pf Plo
Figure AI. - Relationship between u-a and .¢:_'-:
c_rdinate systems.
indicate specific values of u and w (comer points), and the
explicit subscripts u and w mdicate that the coefficient is It
derivative with respect to that variable. For example:
rol= II'(u.wilu:o' point
II = I
_,'mo
: tint-derivittive or slope
P, ,u.' : L a,,aw j u=,
crLm-derivative Or"twist"
Thus, the matrix R embodies the geometric character of the
patch. It can be seen that this matrix citn be partitioned into
four : × 2 submatrtces and expressed as follows:
where P (in this case) is the submatrix of point data at the
four corner ix)ants;S u itndSw contain the dopes, or first
derivatives with respect to u and w at those pointit: and T
contains cross.dedvittlve, or "twist" datit, which _wem the
character of the interior of the patch.
21
Equation (1) can also be written in "*lgebreic" form:
W 2
P(u,w) = [u3u2u I] [$]
W
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where
IS] = [_] [e] [,_ 7'
The matrix 5 is called the surface matrix, and its elements
are the PC patch coefficients in algebraic form. The coeffi-
cients in this form have no physical interpretation.
i '
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